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ANNOUNCING A NEW PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN FLIGHT CHOPS AND VAN'S AIRCRAFT 

New video series will see brand-new Van’s RV-14 being built and flown   
 

TORONTO, ON, March 29, 2019. The marketing world has changed: Forward-thinking companies are forming alliances with 
authentic members of their communities to create original content that genuinely connects with a target audience, such as 
aviation YouTube content creator Steve Thorne does with “Flight Chops.”   

 
Through a new breed of deal that’s been nearly 20 years in the making, Flight Chops and Van’s Aircraft are excited to 
announce a partnership that will see a brand-new Van’s RV-14 being built and flown -- becoming the official aircraft of 
Flight Chops. This relationship will focus on creating new video content, telling the stories and documenting the 
experiences of building a Van’s RV-14 aircraft and then following the airplane on its flying adventures. 

 
“I’ve been carrying around a dog-eared photo of a Van’s Aircraft RV-7 in my wallet since 2001. Discovering that such a 
capable aircraft was both accessible and affordable was inspiring,” says Steve Thorne from Flight Chops. “So the 
opportunity to meet “Van” himself to discuss building and flying the RV-7’s big brother -- the RV-14 -- is very exciting and 
means a lot to me.” 
 
“We knew Steve had his eye on the RV-7 for quite some time,” says Greg Hughes of Van’s Aircraft. “When he came to 
Oregon and took the opportunity to fly several of our aircraft, that look in his eye as he pulled up after his RV-14 flight 
made it obvious that he had a new aviation love. We knew right then that Steve would eventually start building an RV-14, 
and we’re excited he’ll be documenting and sharing the real-world story of what it takes to build these awesome, fun 
aircraft.” 
 
The Flight Chops Youtube channel has always been about a regular-guy private pilot working hard to chase his aviation 
dreams and follow in his grandfather's footsteps, to ultimately fly a Spitfire (WWII Fighter). The flying community’s 
generosity and involvement has made it possible for Steve to share increasingly fascinating flying adventures, stories 
and aviation personalities. 
 
The companies plan to thoroughly cover the RV-14 build process via on ongoing “vlog” beginning this summer, with the 
aim to be flying the aircraft within 2 years. 
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FOR KEY IMAGES RELATING TO THIS STORY PLEASE VISIT FLIGHTCHOPS.COM/NEWSROOM 
If you would like more information, please contact: 

Steve Thorne, Founder, Flight Chops 
Email: flightchops@gmail.com 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/FlightChops 
www.flightchops.com 

Greg Hughes, Media Director, Van’s Aircraft, Inc. 
Email: greg@vansaircraft.com 
Phone: (503) 678-6545 
www.vansaircraft.com 
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